The interest in unmanned excavator is growing more and more for the sake of work efficiency and safety of the operator. It is general understanding that an optimal working path planning and inverse dynamic control should be resolved first for the realization of the unmanned excavator. In this paper, the methods to determine the optimal working path based on minimum torque or time and to simulate digging works tracking on the designed working path are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Each year there are numerous fatal accidents associated with excavators but it is certain that accidents in dangerous environments such as soft ground, collapsing building, and steep slope are avoidable for a human operator. A robust unmanned excavator could be a solution for working in dangerous environments and many related researches are also begun. [1] [2] The first thing to do for the development of an unmanned excavator is an optimal path planning. The optimal path planning is to calculate the trajectory of minimizing joint torques or time duration when initial and final positions are given. The inverse dynamics analysis of excavator motions including digging, lifting, dumping, and returning is needed to calculate joint torques and calculation of bucket tip force considering soil-tool interaction is also required to apply as an external force in inverse dynamics equation.
The calculated optimal path can be used for not only objective value to control an unmanned excavator but also input signal to simulate working motions in a virtual environment. By simulating the motions, the evaluation of durability and performance for various design changes is possible on the virtual environment before manufacturing prototype. We can save time and expenses to develop new model of excavator by the virtual simulation.
In this study we present analysis techniques of inverse dynamics for a typical digging work considering soil-tool interaction and this is verified by measurement data. The optimal path planning is carried out using presented inverse dynamics and virtual digging simulation environments are built to simulate calculated trajectories.
SOIL-TOOL INTERACTION
To simulate excavator more realistic, we need the survey of soil-tool interaction which is specified three categories; choice of the soil-tool interaction model, soil parameter estimation and digging force calculation. The measurement data during excavation is used for parameter estimation which is optimized to minimize the difference between measurement and calculated digging forces. All process of the soil-tool interaction was summarized as shown in [4] As can be seen from Fig.2 , we know that modified version can consider slope of the terrain and assume the realistic surcharge Q.
ESTIMATION OF SOIL PARAMETERS
The estimation of soil parameters is important task in soiltool interaction scheme because the digging force is very sensitive to soil parameters. Thus estimation of soil parameters is dominant to simulation accuracy. The estimation of soil parameters was thought as optimization and so we reformulate optimization objective function as below form. Step 1) Obtain (i=1,2,···,n) from dividing total digging time by n.
Step 2) Find soil parameters such that minimize the value of 
INVERSE DYNAMICS OF LOAD WORK
Inverse dynamics is finding joint torque from position, velocity and acceleration of each joint. Since solving problems with closed chain is not easy, we cut the closed chains as seen in Fig. 4 and adapt open chain recursive dynamics algorithm. Fig.4 Reduced system of excavator Dynamic formulation can be stated as below.
M is the mass matrix which is constituted as moment of inertia and mass. C implies centripetal and coriolis forces. 
DIGGING WORK
To calculate inverse dynamics of excavator in digging work, we apply digging force to it. The dynamic equation of the excavator is below form.
Our purpose in the sense of inverse dynamics is to obtain cylinder force  . For given excavator motion  , , we should know external force F to get cylinder force  . In digging work F is digging force exerted on bucket tooltip and can be calculated by using soil-tool interaction model. The digging force F includes soil weight, soiltool friction force and soil moments. 
M is the mass term considering additional bucket mass.
There are no external forces in this work. Through this procedure we can get cylinder force  .
DUMPING WORK
In dumping work we assume that soil volume on the bucket is linearly decreases as the bucket angle increases as shown in Fig. 6 . velocities as boundary conditions. There are infinitely many paths which satisfy these boundary conditions so you should choose the best one among these. We can define the best path as the optimal path and the optimal path means one that minimizes or maximizes some given objective function. Since optimal path varies with objective functions, there exist many optimal paths.
OPTIMIZATION
Generating optimal path can be considered as an 
EXCAVATOR MOTION PLANNING
Optimal motion planning is the basic research on The calculated dumping and returning motions seem to be more linear than measured motions because optimized motions are converged to save energy or time.
CONCLUSIONS
Our dynamics simulation shows high accuracy and this means solving inverse dynamics of mechanical system with several closed chains works well and our modeling of excavator is quite accurate. But digging forces show slight differences between real and simulation since our soil-tool interaction model is not perfect and some conditions of real digging motion are unknown.
On the other hand, we can generate excavator trajectory using only initial and final positions and simulate this motion in a virtual environment. It needs to be modified to account for more accurate hydraulic system but we expect that durability and performance of an excavator can be evaluated easily with this virtual digging simulation system.
